
A Classic Room Desig! 

Creating Home





Upholstered 
Furniture 

A comfortable and 
concise seating grouping 
for the Keeping Room 
will allow for ample seats 
for family and guests plus 
still give plenty of space. 



Ottoman Coffee Table

An upholstered round 
ottoman with casters 
will bridge the space 
between the sofa and 
the chairs. This can 
serve as another seat, a 
place to prop up feet, 
and a table with a tray 
for drinks and 
magazines.  



Upholstery - Sofa 

Loft sized sofa to go in front of backyard windows with views 
of the tv and within conversation distance to someone in the 
kitchen. 

Main fabric to be a textured green  with contrasting accent 
pillows in the same fabric as the chairs. The sofa will be corded 
with a contrasting taupe roping. The pillows will have a 
decorative brush trim. 

A garden stool to go between chairs



Swivel Accent Chairs

Two swivel chairs will float in the 
space between the sofa and the 
island. These chic chairs will be 
corded in a lemongrass rope detail. 



Accent Pieces 
30" round table with custom skirt and glass top will go in the corner of 
the windows beside the sofa. 

Beautiful woven trunk to go between on left side of sofa. Great storage 
for blankets and magazines

A sleek lamp like this one will look perfect to fill the corner and light 
the space in the evening. 

White New Growth orchid to go on top of the skirted table with 
lamp. 

Assorted accessories to add color and texture on glass top  and tray. 
Leather books, ceramic lotus, picture frames

Ceramic garden stool as side table between chairs



Entertainment 

Flat screen tv wall mounted on a 
swivel arm on the wall between 
the window and the cabinet. 

This will allow for those sitting 
in the room or cooking in the 
kitchen to angle the tv to the 
best view. 

The cable will need to be moved 
to this wall and located directly 
above the chair rail where the tv 
will be mounted  



Sisal Rug

10 x 10' seagrass rug 
with  cropped corners 
and an Oatmeal linen  
border

This will provide 
brightness, classic 
texture and will help 
with acoustics 


